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Abstract 

As the size of parallel computers increases, as well as the number of sources per router node, congestion inside the 

interconnection network rises significantly. In such systems, packet injection must be restricted in order to prevent 

throughput degradation at high loads. This work evaluates three congestion control mechanisms on adaptive cut-through 

torus networks under various synthetic traffic patterns. 

A range of network parameters (radix, number of injection channels, deadlock avoidance method) is used to 

cover the current network design space. Traffic is generated using bursts of data exchanges (instead of a Bernoulli 

process) to reflect the synchronized nature of data interchanges in parallel applications. Simulation results show that 

large networks perform their best when most network resources are dedicated to in-transit traffic. Besides, local 

congestion control mechanisms are nearly as effective as the more costly global ones for both uniform and non-uniform 

traffic patterns.  
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1 Introduction 

The interconnection network is a key element of a tightly coupled multiprocessor system. It provides low 

latency and high bandwidth communication for a variety of workloads. As the standard microprocessor is 

being replaced by multithreaded ones or by chip multiprocessors, both the number of injectors1 and the total 

                                                   

1 Injection channels. 



offered load per node has increased significantly. For example, the Alpha 21364 router [13] has 4 injectors 

(from the two on-chip memory controllers, the I/O external chip and the on-chip second level cache) and the 

BlueGene/L torus network [1] has 8 (one port per dimension plus two high-priority).  

Besides, network bandwidth does not scale with the number of nodes. For example, in an 8x8 torus 

with bidirectional links, under uniform traffic, each node can inject up to 1 phit/cycle before reaching the 

bisection bandwidth limit. In comparison, a 32x32 torus has a limit of 0.25 phits/cycle/node. Consequently, 

large networks become congested more easily than small networks. Furthermore, networks with large radix 

(more than 20 routers per dimension) experiment additional performance degradation, due to an unbalanced 

utilization of network resources. 

Both wormhole (WH) and virtual cut-through (VCT) routers can suffer from congestion at high 

loads, when their respective buffers become full. Once started, congestion keeps increasing due to the tree 

saturation effect, which builds up quicker in a WH network as messages spread amongst multiple nodes. 

VCT provides less contention at medium loads by storing each blocked message in a single router queue but, 

when that a blocked packet finally advances, only a single channel is released. In other words, less 

contention means that tree saturation takes longer to appear in a VCT network, but it is more persistent.  

Although congestion is a common problem in all types of networks, up to now it has not been a 

critical issue in interconnection network design. The reasons for this are multiple. Firstly, the size of most 

systems (real or modeled) ranged from 64 to 512 nodes, all having single injection queues, whose HOLB 

(head-of-line blocking) was providing enough hidden control to prevent the node from flooding the network. 

Secondly, the software overheads were high, so that it was rare for a real system to provide loads close to the 

100% utilization. Thirdly, networks with few resources (2 or 3 virtual channels and buffers of a few phits) 

kept congestion low because blocked messages spread along their paths, limiting network throughput due to 

contention. Thus, it is not surprising that most of the research effort went into reducing contention by 

increasing adaptivity and dealing with the problems this brought in, such as deadlock [5, 15, 16]. Finally, 

most simulation studies were carried out with loads normalized to the theoretical bisection limit for random 

traffic; it was uncommon to evaluate the network under very heavy loads. Actual application traffic is often 

described as a series of alternating phases of low (or null) network utilization followed by phases of intense 

network utilization [4, 14], where processes send a series of packets as fast as they can (for example, to 



complete an all-to-all collective operation). The latter are the phases that can easily saturate the network. 

Performance degradation has been observed only when the simulator models multiple injection channels and 

loads above the theoretical limit (as can be done with tools such as FlexSim [18], which incorporate virtual 

injection channels). Thus, some effort has gone into reducing congestion on wormhole adaptive routers [2, 

19].  

A representative router would provide minimal adaptive routing2, to support multiple workloads, and 

use avoidance or recovery mechanisms to deal with network deadlocks. As the buffer capacity is usually 

large, our choice of flow control is cut-through. Deadlock can be avoided by applying the bubble condition 

as described in [15], which was the choice for IBM’s BG/L torus network. Other routers such as the Alpha 

21364 use virtual channels (VCs) to break the ring cyclic dependencies [6]. In the two cases, networks route 

packets in an adaptive, but still deadlock-free, fashion, by combining a deadlock-free escape sub-network 

with a minimal adaptive sub-network. For completeness, we will consider both router designs. 

This work evaluates local and global mechanisms to control congestion in adaptive VCT tori of 

various sizes (8x8, 16x16, 32x32) with single and multiple injectors. Local mechanisms are virtually cost-

free and work well under uniform traffic patterns. Global control could be more effective with highly non-

uniform traffic patterns, when saturation cannot be detected locally, but has a significant cost in collecting 

and distributing global status information. On the other hand, if an additional network for collective 

communication (such as the tree-network of IBM’s BG/L) is available, it could be a viable alternative. 

The main contributions of this paper can be summed up in the following points: 

1. We show that congestion control mechanisms are essential to maintain peak performance at loads 

beyond saturation, and have no effect for loads below that point.  

2. In particular, we focus our analysis in large networks with more than one injector—configurations 

that are common in current parallel systems. These systems incorporate congestion control 

mechanisms, but as far as we know there are no studies comparing the different alternatives used by 

manufacturers.  

                                                   

2 Adaptive routing that follows only minimum-distance paths. 



3. We show that local congestion-control mechanisms are effective for uniform as well as non-uniform 

traffic patterns. 

4. We show how Bubble routers provide congestion control in their escape sub-networks. Thus, they 

maintain reasonable performance levels at heavy loads. They benefit from additional control applied 

to the adaptive sub-network.  

 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the adaptive router and the 

different congestion control mechanisms applied to it. Section 3 describes the simulation process and 

provides two alternatives to the temporal distribution of non-uniform synthetic traffic patterns. Section 4 

presents the experiments performed for a range of traffic patterns and network configurations, and evaluates 

their results. Finally, section 5 summarizes the findings of this work.  

2 Router design and congestion control 

This section describes a range of congestion control mechanisms that can be applied to adaptive cut-through 

networks. To be more specific on their description, we will first present the architecture of the routers used in 

this study, and then describe in detail the mechanisms applied to them.  
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Figure 1. Architecture of the adaptive, VCT routers used in the experiments. Note 
that there are 4 injectors, each one with a dedicated physical link, connected to the 

crossbar. Management of virtual channels may be Bubble or Classic. 



2.1 The adaptive routers 

The router architecture used in this work is modeled as shown in Figure 1. This is a virtual cut-through 

(VCT) router with three virtual channels (VCs) per physical channel, to map both an oblivious (dimension-

order routing) and a minimal adaptive virtual network. The deadlock-free oblivious sub-network is used as 

the escape path for any potentially deadlocked packet in the adaptive sub-network [8]. Such combination 

provides low-cost, deadlock-free adaptive routing.  

Both the Alpha 21364 and the BG/L torus networks use this strategy, although they differ in their 

choice of the deadlock avoidance mechanism for the escape sub-network. The older Alpha network breaks 

cycles within a dimensional ring by using two virtual channels, as in the Torus Routing Chip [6]. The newer 

BG/L relies on Bubble Flow Control (BFC) [15], which prevents the node from injecting a packet if such 

action exhausts the local escape resources. From now on, we will use the term Classic to refer to an adaptive 

router like that of the Alpha 21364, and Bubble to refer to a router like that of the torus network of the BG/L.  

The Bubble router uses only one VC for the escape sub-network, with no loss of functionality; in 

fact, as we will show later in this paper, it also provides partial congestion control. Therefore, it has two 

adaptive virtual channels, while its Classic counterpart has just one. 

2.2 Congestion control mechanisms 

Congestion control mechanisms limit injection when the network reaches a given level of congestion. They 

can be classified by the way congestion is estimated: locally or globally.  

Local methods are simple because each node restricts its own injection based on the congestion level 

it observes in its own router. We will consider two different approaches: 

• In-transit-priority restriction (IPR). For a given fraction P of cycles, priority is given to in-transit 

traffic, meaning that, in those cycles, injection of a new packet is only allowed if it does not compete 

with packets already in the network. P may vary from 0 (no restriction) to 1 (absolute priority to in-

transit traffic). This is the method applied in IBM’s BG/L torus network, in which P may take any 

value, although published evaluations of this network [3] have been carried out with P=1. Similarly, 

the Alpha 21364 network incorporates the “rotary rule” [13], which gives priority to in-transit traffic.  



• Local Buffer Restriction (LBR). The bubble condition provides congestion control for the escape 

sub-network [11]. LBR consists on applying the same restriction to new packets that request an 

adaptive virtual channel. That is, a packet can only be injected into an adaptive virtual channel if 

such action leaves room for at least B packets in the transit buffer associated to that virtual channel. 

In other words, the parameter B indicates the number of buffers reserved for in-transit traffic. The 

adaptive bubble router as in [15] corresponds to the case of B=0 (no restriction). 

 

Global methods estimate network congestion based on the level of congestion on the whole 

network, so that a mechanism is needed to gather and distribute this information. We use a global mechanism 

similar to the one described in [19], which estimates congestion based on buffer occupation. This Global 

Buffer Restriction (GBR) method collects the percentage of buffer utilization in the whole network and 

distributes this value to all nodes each D cycles. All nodes suspend injections if that utilization exceeds a 

given threshold T. The base case (no restriction) is in place when T=100%.  

 

A different classification of these three mechanisms could be the following: 

• Utilization-based: restriction is applied when resource utilization (for example, buffer occupation) 

exceeds a certain thresholds. LBR and GBR fall in this category. 

• Priority-based. Higher priority is given to a certain class of packets, for example, those in transit 

(vs. those waiting to be injected). IPR falls in this category. 

 

The utilization of a congestion control mechanism (or the lack of it), may have a significant impact 

on the performance of a parallel system. In [12], the evaluation of a 2D torus with radix 32 showed that 

head-of-line blocking at the injection queue is a factor that limits injection at saturation loads and introduces 

asymmetry in the use of network resources. Further evaluations of large networks with multiple injectors 

under uniform and hot-region traffic patterns was carried out as described in [9]. As the multiple injectors 

reduce the HOLB at the injection queues, at heavy loads the adaptive sub-network gets clogged with packets, 

regardless of network size. Network throughput drops to nearly that of the escape sub-network. The LBR 

mechanism proved to be quite effective for Bubble networks under uniform traffic, as local conditions at any 



given router are representative of the saturation level of the whole network. Is this mechanism still effective 

under non-uniform traffic patterns? How does it compare to other local or global mechanisms? One of the 

the goals of this study is to find answers to these questions. 

3 Evaluation methodology 

For many practical reasons, most performance studies of interconnection networks are carried out using 

synthetic traffic, running a simulator for a large number of cycles (simulated time) to get performance results 

with the network in steady state. Although this is not realistic, we consider the obtained results as indicators 

of the level of performance the network could provide under real traffic. For some SPLASH applications 

such as Radix or LU, it has been shown to be a reasonable approach [15].  

The traffic workload is defined by its traffic pattern, and its temporal and message length 

distributions. The traffic pattern determines the distribution of destinations for each source node. The 

temporal distribution determines when a packet is generated. The message length distribution determines the 

size of each message. To limit the number of experiments, and taking into account that we are using VCT, in 

this study we only consider fixed-size messages that match the packet size. 

3.1 Spatial traffic patterns 

These are the traffic patterns, commonly seen in the literature, used in our experiments:  

• BR: bit-reversal permutation. The node with binary coordinates (ak-1, ak-2, ..., a1, a0) communicates 

with node (a0, a1, ..., ak-2, ak-1). 

• SH: perfect-shuffle permutation. The node with binary coordinates (ak-1, ak-2, ..., a1, a0) 

communicates with node (ak-2, ak-3, ..., a0, ak-1) – rotate left 1 bit. 

• TR: transpose permutation. In a 2-D network, the node with coordinates (x, y) communicates with 

node (y, x). 

• TO: tornado permutation. Each node sends packets (k−1)/2 hops to the right in the lowest dimension, 

where k is the network radix. [20] 

• UN: uniform traffic. Each node selects destinations randomly in a packet-by-packet basis. 



• HR: hot-region traffic. The destinations of 25% of the packets are chosen randomly within a small 

“hot” contiguous sub-mesh region consisting of 12.5% of the machine. The remaining 75% of the 

packets choose their destinations uniformly over the entire machine. [3] 

 

Of these, BR, SH, TR and TO are permutations (a given source node always sends packets to the 

same destination node) while in UN and HR each node select destinations randomly.  

3.2 Temporal distribution of packet generation 

In the literature we can find a range of options for the temporal distribution of packet injections. We can 

classify these distributions in two groups: 

• Independent traffic sources. In this case, all nodes are “programmed” to inject packets using some 

probability distribution. Each node progresses independently of the others. Injection times may 

follow a Poisson or Bernoulli distribution (that are smooth over large time intervals) or on-off 

models that better characterize the self-similarity of traffic in some applications [17]. Many 

simulation-based studies of interconnection networks follow this approach. 

• Non-independent traffic sources. The assumption of independent traffic sources ignores some key 

characteristics of real applications: most data exchange is reactive in nature, and many operations 

include (explicitly or implicitly) synchronization. We may simulate interchanges such as those 

required to implement an MPI_Alltoall() global operation, or client-server traffic (where a server 

node sends packets to respond to the reception of packets from clients). 

 

A complementary study, analyzing the impact that the traffic sources model has on the evaluation of 

the IPR technique [10], indicates that the independent sources assumption yields, at heavy loads, results that 

may not be representative of network performance for parallel applications. To be self-contained, the 

following subsections explain first the reasons to choose a burst-synchronized workload and then describe 

the temporal distribution used in this work. 



3.2.1 Independent traffic sources 

Most studies assume a network in which all nodes are generating packets at the same given rate. Network 

performance is measured as packets delivered per node per cycle, but it is usually measured as number of 

packets delivered in a given interval divided by the interval length and the network size. In other words, this 

is the average network performance, which is expected to be even amongst the network nodes. 

We should note that the time it takes a packet to be injected by any given node depends on the local 

router state, with or without restrictive mechanisms. Under UN traffic, the network load is evenly distributed, 

so that all nodes are able to inject packets at a similar rate. Under non-uniform loads, such as TR to name 

one, the occupancy of the output channels may vary widely from one router to another. Therefore, at high 

loads, nodes connected to busy routers have lower chances to inject than nodes in less used areas—which 

results in notable differences in the number of packets injected by each node. This is reflected in the average 

distance, which changes with the load. This distance, for a TR permutation in a 32x32 network, has a value 

of 16.5 hops—that matches what the simulator reports for loads below saturation. However, at loads beyond 

saturation, the simulator reports a value of 17.1. This is because nodes in two bands parallel to the diagonal 

are able to inject at a higher rate, as shown in the injection map of Figure 2a. In other words, it seems that the 

network is unfair for TR traffic3.  

When local congestion control mechanisms are added to the Bubble network this unfairness is 

magnified, as shown in Figure 2b: nodes in the busiest areas reduce their injection rates while the nodes in 

the less used areas continue to pour their packets at even higher rates; consequently, the average distance 

rises to 23.5. 

Note that starvation is the extreme case of unfairness in which a node never gets the chance to inject. 

Any routing mechanism that favors in-transit traffic (imposing restrictions to the injection of new packets) 

may suffer from starvation, if it is in the path of intensive traffic generated by an independent source. A 

router that is starvation-free may still be unfair; the time it takes to inject a packet, although bounded, would 

be different for each node depending on its router workload. 

                                                   

3 This behavior is not caused by the simulator or router architecture; for example, simulations of an adaptive 

WH network using FlexSim under TR traffic exhibit the same fairness problem. 



Note that, as IPR favors packets that travel longer paths, the network exhibits lower throughput 

(packets delivered per node per cycle), in spite of having higher channel utilization. Does IPR degrade 

performance, or not?  
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(b) 

Figure 2. Maps of injected packets for a network of 32x32 Bubble routers, under TR 
traffic beyond saturation. Each surface point represents the number of packets 

injected by a node: the darker, the larger. (a) No injection restriction, and (b) IPR, for 
P=1. 

One way to deal with unfairness is to measure throughput as the lowest injection rate that matches 

the desired workload [7]. This measuring methodology is correct in the context of infinite, independent 

sources of traffic, such as in local area networks. Applications running in a parallel system do not work that 

way. As we stated before, their processes are somehow coupled, because they work to perform a given task 

in a cooperative way. It is true that worst-case performance for data exchanges is important (as shown in 

[14]) because it may halt progress of computation nodes, which are not able to perform additional operations, 

or communicate any further, until the data exchange has been completed. However, we cannot conceive a 

realistic scenario in which, in the same parallel application, a process is sending packets to its selected 

destination ad infinitum while other nodes do the same at a much smaller rate. 

3.2.2 Burst-synchronized workloads 

The previous sub-section explains the rationale behind using non-independent traffic sources. Most (if not 

all) applications have some synchronization barrier, perform collective operations or other mechanisms that 

make all the processes advance at a similar rate. To reflect this synchronized nature of application workload 

we have implemented a traffic generation mechanism similar to that described in [4]: burst (or bulk) 

synchronized traffic.  



We assign the same workload to each source of traffic, modeling a system of b data exchanges 

following a given traffic pattern. In other words, each node generates b packets in a single burst to be 

transmitted to the other nodes using the selected spatial pattern. The burst ends when all packets of all the 

traffic-generating nodes have been consumed. Then we measure the (simulated) time it takes for all these 

operations to complete. 

With this new measuring mechanism, maps of injected packets are meaningless: all nodes inject 

exactly b packets per burst4. If an injection restriction mechanism favors messages traversing long distance, 

the corresponding injecting nodes will deliver their workload sooner than the other nodes, and then they will 

not interfere with the remaining traffic. If we still want to force the network to work in saturated mode for a 

long period of time, we only need to make b large enough.  

Note that, in this context, latency is not comparable to that measured under the assumption of 

independent sources. In the latter case, at loads beyond saturation, per-packet latency is not stable, because 

the network cannot reach a steady state, and only network throughput is reported. Now per-burst latency is a 

manifestation of the throughput supplied by the network: the higher the network throughput, the shorter the 

time it takes to deliver the assigned workload. 

3.3 Simulation parameters  

The previous section has described the traffic generation method used in this work. To make the experiments 

reproducible we need to describe the rest of the parameters used in the simulations: 

 

• Network size: we are interested in large parallel systems, so most experiments are run in a 2D torus 

with radix 32. To include small and medium system, we will also consider radix 8 and 16. In all 

cases, we restrict the experiments to full-duplex links. 

• Router: all routers have 3 virtual channels, each one with an input queue with capacity for 8 packets. 

Packet length is fixed to 16 phits.  If the router is Bubble, one VC is configured to form the escape 

network, while the other two are used in an adaptive fashion. For Classic routers, two VCs form the 

                                                   

4 For the same reason, starvation is not an issue in this context.  



escape network, and the remaining one is adaptive. Unless otherwise specified the number of 

injectors is 4. 

• Traffic patterns: For the spatial distribution, we use the patterns described in sub-section 3.1. For 

the temporal distribution, the simulator works in burst mode, for 5 consecutive burst of 1K packets 

each. This burst size is large enough to keep the network saturated for long periods of time. Reported 

times are those of completing 5 bursts. 

4 Performance of congestion control mechanisms 

This section reports the impact that injection restriction mechanisms have on the state-of-the-art 

interconnection networks. Firstly, we focus on a Bubble torus network of 32x32 nodes, under increasing 

restrictive injection for each of the three methods described in section 2.2. Secondly, we will extend this 

evaluation to Classic networks and to networks with smaller radix in order to show that the results are not 

specific of a particular kind of network. 

4.1 Experiments with a 32x32 Bubble torus network 

This section evaluates the three congestion control techniques for a Bubble network of 32x32 nodes. The rest 

of the parameters of the network are those described in Section 3.3.  

Figure 3 shows the effect of applying the local buffer restriction (LBR) mechanism. For most traffic 

patterns, a bubble size of 1 packet has a very positive effect; a new packet can only be injected in an adaptive 

channel when it does not completely fill-up the corresponding buffer. This increases the chance of packets 

using the adaptive channel as the VCT condition will hold. Values of B greater than 2 exhibit minor gains for 

uniform or almost-uniform patterns (UN and HR), but there are not clear benefits for permutations—in fact, 

excessive restriction in SH is counterproductive. 
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Figure 3. Effect of LBR restriction under different values of B, for a range of traffic 

patterns. 

 

Figure 4 shows the effect of applying the in-transit priority restriction (IPR) mechanism. For most 

patterns, a low value of P has little effect on performance, as injection may be delayed a few cycles, but this 

is not enough to reduce network congestion. It can be observed that prioritization of in-transit traffic, applied 

at the maximum level (P=1) is very positive for all traffic patterns—except, again, for SH.  Note that IPR 

with P=1 shows similar (slightly better) completion times that LBR with B=1. Both cases prevent each node 

from exhausting the last resources of the adaptive sub-network, so that packet progress is not prevented by 

the VCT flow control.  
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Figure 4. Effect of IPR restriction under different values of in-transit-priority P. 



 

Figure 5 shows the effect of applying the global buffer restriction (GBR) mechanism. Figure 5a 

corresponds to GBR with D=1, which means that the global buffer utilization available to all the routers with 

a delay of just one cycle. Although this is not realistic, it provides an upper bound of the potential benefits of 

using GBR—more realistic values of D are discussed later.  

Global buffer restriction can be very beneficial when the adequate threshold T is selected.  Note that 

in a VCT network with large buffers, a low buffer occupation (a few packets of the 24 per network direction) 

is sufficient to keep the physical links busy; the remaining buffer space allows the network to cope with 

transitory fluctuations. Therefore, a buffer occupation in the range 10-20% provides substantial reductions in 

packet burst completion for most patterns when compared with the base case. Only for the tornado pattern 

(TO) GBR-1 shows itself as a potentially counter-productive measure. On the other hand, improvements for 

BR are spectacular.  
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Figure 5. Effect of GBR restriction for a range of values of threshold T.  

(a) GBR-1. (b) GBR-64. 

 

In a real network it would be necessary to collect the buffer utilization at all nodes, aggregate these 

values, and broadcast the resulting global utilization to all the nodes. As the diameter of this network is 32, it 

would be very difficult to do this in less than 64 cycles. Figure 5b presents the results for GBR-64. 

Completion times are higher that those obtained with GBR-1, but the improvement is still very good, except 

for the TO permutation. Note that performance depends on T, and the optimal value of T in our VCT 

network does not change much with the traffic pattern. We can suggest 15% occupancy to be an adequate 



threshold for all patterns. This would be different in a wormhole network with shallow buffers as in [19], in 

which there is not a generic value of T that performs well in all (or almost all) contexts. For this reason, that 

work proposes a self-tuning mechanism to dynamically adjust T. 

To finalize the comparison of congestion control mechanisms in a large Bubble network, Figure 6 

summarizes the lower completion times attainable with each mechanism (LBR, IPR, GBR-1 and GBR-64), 

as well as the base case (no restriction).  
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Figure 6. Comparison of best cases for different traffic patterns under different 
mechanism of injection restriction. The BASE case represents the performance 

without a restriction mechanism. 

 

The conclusions drawn from this first set of experiments with a 32x32 Bubble torus are: 

1. Injection control mechanisms are crucial to keep good levels of performance in large Bubble 

networks with multiple injectors. This is applicable to all the traffic patterns we have studied. 

Potential gains are higher for permutations. 

2. GBR exhibits its maximum potential when global information is available immediately—a non-

realistic restriction. When the delay in distributing this information is proportional to network 

diameter, it is still beneficial but in terms of cost it does not compete with the local counterparts. 

3. Local injection control mechanisms provide good levels of performance with negligible 

implementation costs. It is a safe bet to use IPR with P close to 1, because it provides performance 

benefits for all traffic patterns. However, the optimal choice of B (either 1 or 2) for LBR depends on 



the traffic pattern. On the other hand, LBR is easier to implement, as it does not require 

modifications in router arbitration. 

4.2 Other router configurations 

The previous section has evaluated a large Bubble network with multiple injectors. In this section, we will 

extend the evaluation to networks of Classic routers as defined in Section 2.1. This architecture has been 

very popular to build the communication subsystems of multicomputers [13, 16]. In addition, we will show 

that congestion can also appear in networks of small radix.   

We have performed a new set of experiments, for networks of sizes 32x32, 16x16 and 8x8, with 

either 1 or 4 injectors. We focus on the local injection restriction technique IPR because the LBR technique 

does not naturally fit in the Classic router.  

Figure 7 shows the completion time for burst-synchronized uniform workload. For small network 

sizes (8x8), Bubble and Classic perform equally well, and there is no gain in adding an injection restriction 

mechanism, regardless of the number of injection channels. This is because the injection restriction provided 

by the HOLB at the injection queue is enough to avoid network entering in saturation [9].  
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Figure 7. Performance of Bubble (B) vs. Classic (Cl) routing under uniform (U) traffic and 

different network sizes (8x8, 16x16, 32x32), using IPR: (a) results for 1 injector, and (b) results for 
4 injectors.  

 

For medium-size networks (16x16) and 1 injection channel, injection restriction still is not 

necessary; however, the performance of the Classic network with 4 injectors drops drastically—unless traffic 

restriction is used. Bubble also benefits from restrictions, but as the escape sub-network suffers lower 



congestion, due to constrains set by the bubble condition [9], the improvement obtained for Bubble is not as 

noteworthy as in the Classic case. As happened with smaller networks, HOLB is enough to keep congestion 

under control—unless we reduce its effect by using multiple injectors, situation in which injection restriction 

techniques are necessary. 

The large-size network (32x32) exposes that network saturates even with 1 injection channel, but 

performance degradation can be much worse when using 4 injection channels. Both Bubble and Classic 

networks benefit from injection restriction, although Classic, with suffers more from congestion (as its large 

completion time for the base case shows) improves in a more spectacular way than Bubble. 

Figure 8 shows the Classic router performance (for a network of 32x32 nodes, using 4 injection 

channels) for all traffic patterns; it can be compared directly with Figure 4, for its Bubble counterpart. The 

plots show that, in large networks, reasonable performance can be obtained from a Classic router only if we 

tightly control injection.  Note that the effect of the parameter P on completion times is more steep that for 

Bubble. This is because congestion builds up first in the adaptive sub-network. As the Classic router has only 

one adaptive virtual channel, congestion is higher and the chances to inject a new packet for a given value P 

are lower than in its bubble counterpart. 
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Figure 8. Effect of IPR restriction in a Classic network for different traffic patterns5.  

 

                                                   

5 Data for SH traffic range from 2.5 to 1.8 Mcycles. Data for TO traffic range from 2.6 to 1.4 Mcycles. 



For the sake of completeness, Figure 9 compares performance obtained with both routers, with and 

without IPR, for a 32x32 network. Best results are always obtained when applying IPR with priority values 

for in-transit traffic P > 0.8. Actually, in most cases, the optimum value of P is 1.0.  
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Figure 9. Comparison of Bubble and Classic routing without/with a local injection-

restriction mechanism (IPR) for different traffic patterns 

 

The conclusions of this section are that injection-restriction mechanisms are always required to keep 

congestion under control, independently of the router architecture in place. In some particular circumstances, 

such as small networks with a small number of injectors, the head-of-line blocking may provide enough 

congestion control—thus hiding this issue. However, none of these circumstances concur in current, state-of-

the-art interconnection networks. In general, Classic networks are more prone to congestion than Bubble 

networks: for all the traffic patterns considered, the performance of Bubble without congestion control is 

higher than that of Classic. When IPR is applied at the maximum level (P=1), performance of Classic and 

Bubble are similar for most patterns, with Bubble showing itself as a clear winner for some permutations. 

5 Conclusions and future work 

Many studies of interconnection network performance have been carried out using small networks, and 

limited node-to-router bandwidth. While valid in the past, these scenarios are not any more representative of 

current machines, which incorporate networks with thousands of nodes and have several injection channels 



per node. The ability to work with larger networks has brought to light an issue many times hidden in past 

studies: significant performance drops when network traffic goes beyond the saturation point. This effect was 

not visible because small networks saturate at higher loads than large networks, and also because the head-

of-line blocking at the single injector provided a rudimentary mechanism of injection control. In current 

networks, HOLB is not enough to keep network utilization inside operational limits, and the implementation 

of an explicit congestion control mechanism (in the form of injection restriction) must be put in place.  

In this paper, we have shown that restrictive injection mechanisms eliminate performance 

degradation for loads beyond saturation, keeping adequate levels of throughput at high loads. Those methods 

can be local or global, utilization or priority based. Best results are obtained with global methods when 

network status is immediately available to all routers—a clearly unrealistic scenario. Local mechanisms are 

much cheaper to implement, and still offer good performance levels. Of those, a priority-based mechanism 

(giving priority to in-transit packets against new injections) is the easiest to tune: a large value of the in-

transit priority works well almost all the traffic patterns we have studied.  

We are not aware of similar performance studies, in terms of scope and results. However, the most 

powerful of current multicomputers, IBM’s BG/L, incorporate a set of design choices for its torus network 

that are compatible with our findings: utilization low-radix network (using a 3D torus to reach the desired 

number of nodes), virtual channel management using adaptive bubble routing, and implementation of a local, 

priority based restrictive injection mechanism. Now, we can state that these choices are well justified in 

terms of their effectiveness in keeping congestion under control. 

For the future, we plan to extend our studies to 3D networks of large radix (32x32x32 or even larger) 

to better understand the behavior of systems with many thousands of nodes. Another line of work will be to 

extend this analysis to real workloads. 
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